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Introduction 
 
Half-Bitcoin (HBTC) is a decentralized open source cryptocurrency running on the 
Ethereum blockchain. The cryptocurrency was created by an anonymous developer 
aiming to provide the world with an asset class that is deflationary, with zero 
inflation and taxation, as well as providing significantly higher returns than 
traditional investments. HBTC also seeks to capitalize on the halving of Bitcoin and 
all its positive features while maintaining or widening the current gap in perceived 
value between BTC and HBTC.  
 
The Project  
 
HBTC vision is to create a new crypto currency that partakes of many of Bitcoin’s 
major features: it will be finite, deflationary, easily exchangeable, immune to agency 
interference and no monetary supply manipulation or external state pressure will 
be possible. HBTC seeks to offer a fair distribution system by providing its own 
tokens through staking rewards initially and ensuring maximum decentralization. 
Moreover HBTC also offers several important differences from its competitors such 
as earlier halvings than BTC thus offering more reward for its early adopters 
compared to other coins with fees. Half-Bitcoin aims to encourage users seeking 
great returns without worrying about potential value decrease due to external 
forces.  
In order for this project to have full success however we need everyone’s help; the 
mining community can secure the network by supporting staking pools for instance, 
developing innovative platforms compatible with HBTC and constantly check on 
others contributions so that developers double check each others work can help us 
keep our decentralized playground fun and trustworthy!  
 
  Advantages of Half-Bitcoin (HBTC):  
 
    - Zero inflation rate – this helps ensure that HBTC's value increases at a stable 
Rate achieving consistent long term growth   
 
    - Deflationary – This helps ensure that price stability is achieved over long 
periods; creating opportunities for steady gains in purchasing power as well as 
protection against wild swings   
 
    -Community Driven – This shields users from multiple factors -including 
malicious parties trying to manipulate the coin’s market prices by creating fear 
through negative news or FUD.   



 
    - Early halving compared to Bitcoin – These halvings mean better rewards sooner 
helping lead greater incentive towards mining/staking participation quicker than 
other coins within similar timelines helping solidify the security of our network 
quicker and rewarding those who get in early further helping ensure scarcity and 
therefore further increase in long term value   
 
    - Open source code – This allows non technical members when viewing code 
logical approaches used upholding proper procedure been taken during minting 
process ensuring maximal transparency   
 
    Risk Factors/Cautions: 
 
    Whilst vast opportunity lies ahead of us regarding Half Bitcoin no investment 
should ever be entered into blindly. Please take note of any background research 
completed by you before investing in anything including looking at past 
performance etc—–this document does not represent financial advice . Additionally 
please make sure if you do decide to participate in any manner contributing 
resources towards this initiative you completely trust those you are dealing with —
—we stand behind our integrity but advise users always use own insight when 
making decisions especially ones involving their time/money 
 
 
Half-Bitcoin (HBTC) Single Laser Eye 
 
“Half-Bitcoin Laser Eye" meme, with the addition of a single eye, will represent the 
idea of the Bitcoin halving event and the supporting role of the "Half Bitcoin" or 
$HBTC meme token. The meme will be used to spread awareness and drive interest 
in the impact of the halving on the value of Bitcoin and the role that $HBTC will play 
in supporting this. 
By visually representing the halving event and the role of $HBTC as a single laser 
eye, the meme will symbolize the reduced supply of Bitcoin and its impact on the 
value of the cryptocurrency. This approach will appeal to those who are familiar 
with the world of cryptocurrencies and are interested in understanding the 
implications of the halving and how $HBTC will support this event. The meme will 
also tap into the excitement and optimism of the wider cryptocurrency community 
and highlight the impact of the halving on the value of Bitcoin and the role that 
$HBTC will play in supporting this. 
By going viral, the "Single Laser Eye" meme will help bring attention to the Bitcoin 
halving event and the supporting role of $HBTC, driving up demand for both. The 
meme will also serve as a tool for educating people about the halving, its impact on 
the cryptocurrency market, and the benefits of supporting $HBTC. 


